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About This Game

Battle your way to honor and glory in the bloodthirsty fighting arenas of the ancient lands. Pit your strength and skill against the
fiercest of enemies. Conquer your foes while claiming wondrous and powerful armaments as you strive to earn the enemy

commander’s trust and avert a disastrous war!

Gladiatorial Arenas

Fight hordes of barbaric and fierce enemies in epic gladiatorial style combat. Train and master engaging your foes. Use the ever
changing arena terrain to your advantage.
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Exemplify Heroism

Heroes and Champions aren't just born, they're forged in the fires of conflict. The honor your father's legacy has earned is only
the beginning.

Purpose bigger than self

A hard won peace hangs in the balance. Bloodthirsty enemies conspire and scheme to brew another bloodbath of war. Are you
worthy to hold the keys to peace

Heroes' Legacy

Your father and family’s hard won honor will only take you so far. Even with his sword in your hand and his armor on your
back, will your mettle be enough?

Your enemy never sleeps

Unravel the mysterious plans of your enemies. Their commanders work tirelessly to raise and train an army for one purpose –
war! Your life is one thing, but the lives of your children and children’s children is another. Foil their fiendish plot for future

war and destruction.
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This game is very solid for what it's worth. Some people might call this an old school game because of the graphics, but you
can't judge a book by its cover. The gameplay is all that matters and I feel like this ARPG delivers.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=k5IvLxcxKjc. Very borring. Even though this game is not that expensive, I want my
money back.
Don't waste your money on this game.. Very enjoyable game, one of the things I would make sure to do is up the quality options
in the video settings. I have a 1070 and my settings were on very low when I started the game.

Thanks to Kingdom Games for another great game.. Great game for when you just want to create a little chaos. The game has
several different ways you can play. Can't wait to see more of this game in the future.. Great little game for the price. Very nice
and refreshing setting (no zombies!). I hope the devs are successful and we get to see more games in the biblical setting, because
the possibilities for games there are endless.
Gameplay- well, the game certainly does not re-invent the wheel. Very straight forward gladiatorial arena combat. I feel the
combat is satisfying and the sound effects are good, although the smacking and bone crushing sounds of the mace take the cake
in realism. I have not really figured out the different class system yet. As far as I understand, the beginning classes seem to be
purely cosmetic (different colours) and you can train up your hero to fight with any weapon later on. Using different weapons
gives you different special abilities.
The game even encourages you to try out different weapons and styles which I think is needed to keep the gamplay fresh and
interesting (because you will be fighting in the same arenas again and again).
Loot is collected at the end of each arena round and has so far been interesting.
So far, in general, I found the game entertaining and addictive enough that I did not feel bored.

At the time of writing this, some minor bugs still exist with achievements and screen resolutions, but the devs are onto it and are
putting out patches.

If there is one big downside, it is the enemy variety. Yes, they repeat. A lot. Not as bad as I thought it would be, but still.

So these are my thoughts.
In general, a very entertaining little game for short gameplay sessions.
Great to see some singleplayer gladiator combat, that is not very common at all. And it has no zombies. Always a bonus. I
assume zombies are not really biblical, except.... can you call Lazarus a zombie? Maybe not.
. For $5, it is an insane bargain for hours of entertainment. I would sacrifice a can of beer for this game :). The gameplay is
pretty solid. You play as a warrior competing in gladiator style wave-based combat arenas. You choose form a variety of
weapons which each come with unique skills you learn as you progress. After each round you fight a boss, and then get
rewarded with a chest filled with loot. Visually the game looks good with some nice shadows, lighting, and various particle
effects., Plenty of content, Many elements remind me of other ARPGs like Diablo\/Path of Exile\/Grim Danwn, such as all the
modifiers or stats that come with every weapon which is displayed in various statistics on your character spreadsheet.
Furthormore, many of the classes \/ skills remind me of skills from Diablo 3. Like whirlwind and rapid shot.

It can be repetitive and slight balance issues but overall a great game. Recommended.
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boring gameplay and story.. A combat ARPG game where you fight waves of enemies till you prove your dominance over them
all, a decent amount of weaponry and equipment, all visible on your character in decent graphics and visuals. The gameplay is
smooth and solid, the combat is unique, challenging and fun. For a cheap pricelike this, it can't be any better.
. An arena based action RPG very much in the style of Diablo. The depth of Champion of Canaan's weapon and ability systems
is ultimately wasted on broken, repetitive and mindless combat.

Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/KTxIDnA0L64. The gameplay is pretty solid. You play as a warrior competing in gladiator style
wave-based combat arenas. You choose form a variety of weapons which each come with unique skills you learn as you
progress. After each round you fight a boss, and then get rewarded with a chest filled with loot. Visually the game looks good
with some nice shadows, lighting, and various particle effects., Plenty of content, Many elements remind me of other ARPGs
like Diablo/Path of Exile/Grim Danwn, such as all the modifiers or stats that come with every weapon which is displayed in
various statistics on your character spreadsheet. Furthormore, many of the classes / skills remind me of skills from Diablo 3.
Like whirlwind and rapid shot.

It can be repetitive and slight balance issues but overall a great game. Recommended.. Button mashing.
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